LESSON PLAN FOR ALICE PROJECT – 6th Grade

Course: Computer Skills and Applications

Essential Standard: Apply the touch method in operating the home row keys and all other alpha keys.

Objective: Implement proper keyboarding techniques when learning the home row keys and other alpha keys.

Essential Question: What are correct keyboarding techniques when keying the alphabetic keys?

Students will be able to:

a. Apply the touch method in operating the keyboard.

b. Execute the touch method when learning the home row keys and the remaining alphabetic keys.

Teacher will:

a. Introduce Home Row Keys.

b. Introduce remaining alphabetic keys.

Instructional Activities:

1. This world would be good for the students who do not know the position of the home row keys on the keyboard and the proper stroking technique. The Alice program and my world should help the students with this.
2. My Alice world will be completed independently to give the students practice and support for learning the keyboard.

3. The teacher can demonstrate the program and demonstrate the correct typing position.

4. The quiz scene and the practice scene can be modified to quiz and practice other letters on the keyboard.